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T HE

latest Vietcong ('
:alsity of the claim
that the America'
military position in
South Vietnam. It shoWI
A the National Liberation Front
retained their capacity f(
.iUg at any place of their choosing, which
would have been clearly 1 £,~.;sible if they did not enjoy the support of the
broad mass of the people. Much has been and will be made of the fact
that they did not desist from a new wave of attacks even after agreement
had been reachr~ on exploratory talks in Paris ; the killing of several journalists and a Wt
rman diplomat is being depicted as a particularly dishonourable ac.
,t none but the most naive will be taken in by this
propaganda.
Agreement on preliminary· talks has not lP'fevented the
Americans and the South Vietnamese troops in their pay from continuing
their massive assaults on the people of either North or South Vietnam;
limitation of bombing of the North has only been marginal and attacks
against the Vietcong and sUSjpectedNLF supporters have been even more
vicious than before. Besides, Hanoi's readiness to talk with the Americans
on circumstances in which peace negotiations could start iIlljpOsesno obligation .on the NLF to suspend its struggle, especially when the Americans
have intensified their campaign against it. The killing of some correspondents or a diplomat from a country not directly involved may be regrettable,
hut it is idle to expect the guerillas to know who exactly is who or to
defer action till they can find out in each individual case. In any case,
these incidents must be compared with the sustained killing and maiming
by the Americans of countless men, women and children of Vietnam's civil
pqpulation.
For once, Lyndon B. Johnson is right; agreement on a site for preliminary talks about Vietnam peace negotiations does not mean that a settlement is in sight. "There are," Mr Johnson says, "many, many hazards and
difficulties ahead". This is as much a statement of the obvious as a dark
warning that the Americans will go on creating as many hazards and difficulties as they can to deny the peOlPIe of Vietnam what they have been
fighting for. An American military spokesman in Saigon has already given
an indication of the kind of difficulties that may be created. Last Sunday
he gave the Press some figures to show that the movement of arms and men
from North Vietnam to the South had increased since Mr ,Johnson announced a limitation of the aerial raids at the beginning of April. It would not
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be surpnsmg now if a demand was The central issue in Vietnam is not
made again for resumption of unlimi- between Hanoi and Washington, but
ted bombing.
The Americans are between the majority of the South
almost certain to demand a stop to Vietnamese and a degenerate clique
North Vietnamese aid to the South, kept in power by American money
if not also an end to the NLF's
and arms. Hanoi has not resiled
struggle in the South. But there is from its four-point plan on which any
little indication tl1a
themselves settlement must be based, and the
are ;prepared tf""'"
"at is cen- most imlPortant element of the plan
tral to any 1
Viet- is that South Vietnam must be govnam, whir
;ght erned according to the programme of
of the I
~-'th·'"..
NLF. This is not a subject that
choose t
"e discussed during the explorawant. 1
,ncounter in Paris; what can be
few peopl,
,sed is the question of the NLF's
regime in Sail:>
~sentation at substantive peace
ton knows that·
,5otiations. Also relevant 'is the
by the overwhelml.
atter of American acts of war
South Vietnamese
linst the South Vietnamese. Talks
lapse the moment t1
'\t a settlement in Vietnam withtheir intervention.
b.e partic~ation
of the NLF
reconcile itself to
",e altogether pointless, and beruled by the Na ••_
1\ILF agrees to talk the AmeFront, eventually perhaps see", _
1st stop their attempt to exunification with the North?
If they
the NLF and its supporters,
cannot, there is no point in talking whk
effect means the South Vietpeace.
namese [people as a whole.
This is not to suggest that Hanoi
should not have agreed to exploraCatching "The Corrupt
tory talks. The North Vietnamese
The disclos
)t West Bengal's
have suffered grievously in conse_.on recommended
quence of their support to their bre- Vigilance Con.
thren in the South, and ody they specific action against more than 80
have the right to judge their best in- officials of the State Government last
terests. There certainly is no harm year will not startle those who have
in trying to lfind out how far the Ame- any idea of how affairs in this country
ricans are lPTepared to go in an effort are run by administrators and their
to extricate themselves from a situation political masters; nor will many be
which is not exactly comfortable. Af- surprised by the State Government's
ter all, the situation has already forc- inability or unwillingness to res ect
ed them to agree to discuss the essen- this recommendation in every case.
tial North Vietnamese pre-condition Among the officials involved are sevefor the start of peace talks : uncondi- ral senior members of the, administional cessation of bombing and all trative and Ipolice services, who can
other acts of war against the Demo- frustrate attempts at corrective action
cratic Republic. Hanoi says it is also not only on their own but also with
ready to discuss "other related mat- the help of their friends in high positers". It would be wrong to see in tions. both in the administration and
this statement any concession to the the State's political life. So Mr S.
demand hitherjo made by the Johnson Dutt, the Vigilance Commissioner,
administration that substantive nego- may have been ,fighting a losing battle
tiations be started even before the all the time ; he may be able to idenminimum pre-condition
has been tify the offences and the offenders,
satisfied. It is only by bringing up but action depends on a machinery
"other related matters" that the North whose own weaknesses ensure safety
Vietnamese can find out whether it for the guilty.
Not in all cases may it be easy to
would be worth their while to engage
establish
guilt in a court of law, but
in substantive negotiations.
The most important related matter the Government itself should act if
is Washington's attitude to the NLF. there is reason to doubt an official's
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integrity. The least it can do is to
conduct a fuller. investigation and
take disciplinary stejps if the investigation fails to dispel the doubt. But
the Government itself aids and abets
many irregularities. How could, for
example, a Divisional Commissioner
be granted four acres of khas land,
ilubsequently developed at Government cost, that should have gone to
local cultivators?
What jwere the
S'Jlecial circumstances in which the
Government found it necessary to disregard the Vigilance Commission's recommendation for disciplinary action
against an official of the rank of
Director?
The identity of the- officials involved
has. not been formally disclosed, tmt
may not be unknown to the Press or
even some members of the general
public. It is remarkable that these
officials have continued to hold their
positions, some vital to the administration's performance as a whole, even
after the Commission informed the
Government of grave charges against
them. It is arguable that no irreversible action should be taken unless the
charges are fully substantiated.
But
it is necessary that so long as investigations. continue these people should
have nothing to do with lPositions from
which they can influence the course of
investigations. That is perhaps why
the Vigilance Commission thought it
necessary to have the case of a senior
police official referred to the Central
Bureau of Investigation. Since the
Commission started looking into the
case several years ago, it would be
interesting to know whether obstruction or interference at the State level
led it to think that only a Central
agency could hope to get at the truth.
It 'would also be instructive to know
how the CBI has fared with its inquiry
since the case was referred to it six
months ago.
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Unfinished Symphony
The Lahiri Commission appointed
by the P. C. Sen Government to inquire into the food riots of 1966 never
really got off the ground. In May,
1968, appears in a Calcutta contem:rorary a fragment of the report prepared by the Chairman, Mr Surajit
Lahiri, a former Chief Justice of CalMAY 11, 1968
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cutta High Court.
One immediate somewhere for the crushingly expenthought is that these inquiries- are so sive elections parliamentary democrainterminable and then frequently in- cy enjoins. Industry can somehow
comiPkte; another is that these inquir- afford to carry the racket; agriculture
ies cost the tax-payer so much. Not cannot, excCjprtat the expense of the
one paise of the Rs 5 lakhs spent sharecropper who has a vote and little
before the inquiry could even begin besides. There is no reason to think
came from the crores made by the that Mr Lahiri has either a Congress
jotedars and hoarders, identifiable but or a Left bias; his lordship in fact
unidentified, or the politicians whose protests too much on these scores;
folly or worse is now said to have but he does not point out that, while
turned ordinary and honest folk into through PL480 and all that
criminals.
The Centre, which also has been subsidising the /'
gets its share of the blame, is also a farmer, precious little has be
non-paying guest artist in the Lahiri for his Indian counteriP'art. 1.
report which, stripped of judicial jar- yet be the crux of the matter.
gon, is a formidable indictment of all
concerned, including the Opposition
VIP Tourism
whose brief spell in power did not produce, could not produce, a noticeably
Recently someone wrote on ;1
better performance.
tribution to the English langu:
Mr Lahiri holds that the food defi- by World War II. Most 0'
cit was exaggerated; and this gave the minable to those with a
black market its golden opportunity. at all for the language.
The foodgrains market in India opera- however, one useful slogal
Your
tes at so many levels and in such mys- Journey Really Necessary:
J.his apterious ways that it is difficult for pears to have been completely forgoturban laymen to know just who has ten in New Delhi, for though the P
been up to what. Mr P. C. Sen can Form effectively
vents most Indians
well argue that if he, or his statistical from traveIling
i for business or
cooks, had not overstated the shortfall pleasure, there
iarently no VIP
there might have been even less aid Form to fin for tlM,1l who are happily
from the Centre which only imports placed above all laws of the land.
a good deal of foodl Iprocures a little Under the same umbrella come many
and produces none at all. For twenty favoured bureaucrats and quite a few
years now the country has talked of a journalists. The P rim e Minister
national food !policy and devised none; for instance, can go anywhere she
even when the whole country was ruled likes ; and promiPtly some newspapers
by a single party, the Congress, the sur- decide that she must be accompanied
plus States did not give two hoots by their special representatives some
about what Delhi said; and because of whom never do anything sipecial or
the Centre had to keep its State Con- ordinary but only file what they have
gess branches ha~py it usually said been told by the officials in the enor did nothing about regional recalci- tourage. The circus continues, nobody
trance.
bothering to ask how much these junWhat has appeared of the Lahiri kets cost the country and in foreign
report may yet do some good in a exchange too.
year which has produced a big crop
Just why Mrs Gandhi decided to
and a bigger cOll1iplacencyabout food. go to Bhutan and Sikkim at this time,
Discrepancies abound. Discrepancies apart fom the understandable desire
abound in the official estimates, main- to get away from the heat of Delhi,
ly because the administration is simp- remains totally unclear; even less clear
ly not geared to keep track of so wide- is what the visits have achieved. Not
spread and scattered an enterprise as one new ~lfOnouncement has been
Indian agriculture. The task is stu- made on India's policy towards these
Ipendous and quite beyond the adminis- two autocraticaIly ruled neighbours.
tration as it is composed today. To It is probably correct statecraft to be
this has been added political involve- reticent about the internal conditions
ment in the country's agriculture. All of a more or less friendly neighbour:
political parties have to ifind funds after the :fiasco in Nepal, in which
MAY II, 196&

India got involved and profited little
from it, there is perhaJPs something to
be said for this country's current reluctance to worry too' much about
political systems in friendly countries;
but ceremonial visits are perhaps
better left to the President than to the
Prime !l
0 is supposed to
have
Ire on her plate
P

w

valid, miss~re are not
Ie world toaway from
long periods;
.1 take some pride
, Mrs Indira GalOdhi
a Prime Minister who
'oad for weeks without
what may happen in
er frequent and long
is, indeed, something.
c'usslOle, however, to take too
tJICU1Y
and too much for granted.
Dr Nkrumah of Ghana came a crop:per when feasting in Peking. It is the
extravagance of pointless trips which
may one day annoy the people beyond
a certain point; they have ceased to
be impressed by their Prime Ministers'
grand recCjprtionsin foreign capitals.
Thyy may now insist on being impressed at home.
It is amazing that
India:s "image" abroad, tarnished,
should call~e so mnch more concern
than "image" within, battered more
than somewhat.
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Mr
been rather belligerent on the Thimma IPhenomenon, one presumes.
Chavan
told
the
Informal
Consu1ta~
Reddy Cipisode. The correspondent
who reported the statement is its im- tive Committee of MPs that there was
mediate target. The State Govern- no law against theoretical essays advoment withdrew its subscription to the cating violence but one does not know
FROM A POLITICAL
news agency which employs the cor- where Mr Chavan would draw the line
respondent. This perhaps is nothing between theoretical advocacy and
CORRESPONDENT
unusual because a State Government practice.
Last week's hair-raising story of a
is not the ~
'ere yet. 'patronising a news agency expects the Chinese plan to create a number of
But everyt'
1\11 correspondent in the State capital to independent States, of Nagas, Mizos,
function during the Government's
politics is in
'1
le51sure. Government subsidies are a Kachins and the Kukis on the Indounabashed
'tor in the lfinances of the news Burma border as a sort of a buffer
mate ill1\POl
In this particular episode, zone, was planted. on correspondents
so even wi
xe intervened to set the can- in New Delhi to ~chieve a political
Minister lik\.
subscription restored and the end. New Delhi and the CIA think
whim to lP,olitic.
.>pondent stays. One does not on the same wavelenth sometimes.
When opportunism
v what the Centre expects of the This [Jlarticular story owes its inspiraonly the per~pheral .,
tion to the visit of a top official team
y at the all-India level in return
fied for instant, quack
to North-Eastern India. The political
solicitude.
What is happening
')luble concern expressed over leadership at the Centre is hardly
Andhra Pradesh is har
of Andhra Rarijans hardly capable of a political assessment of
all over the country. I
The leadership has no
with the studied silence of problems.
tical capital to be m•.._
thinking
of
its
own on many issues,
charlatans over the State
burning of a Rarijan boy in Ka.
and
when
it
tries
to think there is no
's massive manhunt in the
kacherla and Mr P. Thimma Reddy's Gu. ~
agreement.
Officials
could hardly
ts of Srikakualm district.
"Kick Rarijans" statement. The small Girijan
have any regard for a political leaderRarijan elite, created through decades The trader and the moneylender from ship that depends on official thinking
of Congress patronage, has everything the plains who went to the tribal tracts in taking decisions.
to gain by these two episodes. And two or three decad~ ago to peddle
The' timing of the story should give
and kerosene
the Prime Minister's idea of atone- commodities like
one the clammy feeling that the politis the tribals of cal leadership has abdicated its judgment for all the crimes against Rari- l11avebeen diSjpo'
their
land
with
U.
.JDnivance
of the
jans down the ages is the inclusion of
ment on the lPifoblems of North-East
bureaucracy.
A
Naxalbari
kind
of
Mr D. Sanjiviah in the Cabinet and
India. The same officials who talked
build for herself the image of a second situation has been developing for over the Goyernment into rounding up the
sile months now. A mini-Telengana
Gandhi among the Rarijans.
Left Communists in 1964 laid the
is
being re-enacted, complete with
The two episodes give the Rarijan
Government line against the United
elite in the Congress a new leverage. armed police camps on the periphery Front Ministry in West Bengal.
The Rome Ministry's own inquiry has of the jungle and pre-dawn raids. Fifteen thousand deaths in West Benestablished that Mr Thimma Reddy Last year's starvation deaths among gal to oust the Ministry was a bargain
did make the statement he is trying to the tribals seem nobody's business compared to the more massive killing
wriggle out of now. But then he is bllt the alleged existence of 226 that would have become necessary
Mr Brahmananda Reddy's man and "Maoist" villages in the inaccessible say, two or three years later. That
the Prime Minister cannot afford to jungles calls for a para-military Gov- was what one of the officials was tellalienate a powerful Pradesh satrap. ernment operation which includes cri- ing handpicked
correspondents in
Mr Brahmananda Reddy, on his iP'art, minal assaults on Girijan women and those days. The same set of officials
would not have minded jettisoning an arrests on criminal charges of at least might be entmsted with finding an
indiscreet colleague but an unemploy- three 12-year-old tribal boys. The instant solution to the problems of the
ed factional stalwart could prove a tribal unrest is at best a law and strategic north-east.
greater liability than a recalcitrant order problem for the Government.
An urgent lPifoblemis always left to
Minister. Already, Dr Chenna Reddy, Any talk of mass action is adventur- the officials while less urgent probdamned by the High Court, is back ism, in the view of the two official lems are allowed to drift. Neither
from New Delhi to State politics. If Communist parties, and the Srikaku- Mr Annadurai nor Mrs Gandhi is
Mrs Gandhi wants to include Mr lam District Committee of the CPI anxious to precipitate the language
Sanjiviah, a factional rival of the Chief (M) which identified itself with the issue just now. The secessionist moveMinister, in her Cabinet, by all means tribal movement and threw its cadres ment in Madras is considered a pueshe could, but she would have to into it would be branded adventurist rile aberration by New Delhi. The
forego Mr Brahmananda
Reddy's and disowned any day now.
DMK Ministry cannot afford to range
The CPI(M)'s
worry now is to
support in the leadership tussle at the
itself against the secessionist campaign
ward off a ban. A Communist party
Centre.
of Mr E. V. Ramaswami Naicker to
The Andhra Pradesh Ministry has which dreads a ban is a post-Stalinist
MAY 11, 1968
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whom the angry students are turning,
away from the DMK.
/
Yet the Centre maintains that the
language
issue is closed for ever.
Mrs Gandhi wants an all-party consensus, though everybody knows that
the Congress should arrive at a consensus lfirst. Having created a problem, the Prime Minister wanted Mr
Kamaraj
to get Mr Morarji Desai
round to evolve an intra-party consensus. A consensus in the face of a fait
accompli is an absurdity that only the
Prime Minister can flccept as rational.
It is the same kind of drift on
Kashmir.
The Kutch agitation has
petered
out and yet the Central
leadershipl cannot risk a political fight
with the J ana Sangh on the Kashmir
issue or on communalism.
The barriers between the Congress and the
Jana Sangh are merging.
Communalism is at best a subject for vacuous
discussion at the National Integration
Council which is going to be an amorphous outfit lining up the Muslim
League and the J ana Sangh with other
other
parties
standing
in between.
All the killings in Allahabad, Karimganj or Meerut took place for want
of a National
Integration
Council
just as the Harijan boy was burnt
alive in Kanchikacherla
for want of
an extra Harijan in the Central Cabinet!
The Muslim elite has quite a
lot to gain from the new communal
tension while the cultural genocide of
Muslims by the Hindu leadership of
the Congress and the J ana Sangh continues. The Centre has been riding
the tiger cub of Hindu communalism
and dare not atteIlljpt a Kashmir solution now. Any attempt at it might
have a serious impact on the deteriorating communal situation in the cow
country.
Small people are attempting
to solve big iProblems, made bigger
by continued
ineptitude.
Conjured
up threats of external attacks always
come in handy when policy issues are
decided. The Right always wins because there is no Left worth the name.
North-east
India
can
always
be
brought under a Military Governor
and the' Defence of India Rules can
always be reimposed.
The sparse
Left can always be got round, if necessary through Soviet good offices on
one side and brandishments
at the
other.
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The Kerala Scene
M.

P.

S.

MENON

man has gained the
The COlT'"'
..SAID
the weathercock
to the
.chever political
wina, "How tedious and monoknowledpis plight will
tonous you are I Can you not blow
paw
r becomes
any other way but in my face'(
You
rer
So the
disturb my God-given stability".
The
ticians by
United }< ront Government
or Y
defeating
like the "weathercock"
of
fhere
is a
Gibran seems to ask this quesl
.,e meaning of
the highly temperamental
and •
,(ed, is somethmg
cally over-conscious
Kerala
V0
~ a donkey".
Yes,
But "the wind did not answer.
llitician dies of the
only laughed in space".
So did
voters in the recent civic !poll. r
just laughed at the ruling clique
they voted the Congress
I:)
.,.ler interesting factor
power.
We can now expect an
t<.erala scene. Keralites are at
of expert OIPinions, interpret,
the same time the most progressive
analyses from armchair poli
.ciunand the most [l\rimitive people among
dits all over the country.
'uley will all Indians.
A radical leftist ideology
not rest till they convince everybody,
is current among the people.
They
including the Kerala voters, why a are well educated, civic minded, pohcertain party was r-"ed out and anotically conscious, arguing for the right
ther voted in. Vv
le lives in the
and the might of man 1ll this world.
political jungle of
, chaotic CalBut in them one can also see the
cutta
or chauvimsuc
Bombay
or most primitive
habits,
superstitous
Madras, one's vision naturally fails to beliefs and outmoded
customs and
penetrate
into the realities of a far
rituals.
It is not rare to see a local
away State like Kerala.
Headlines in Communist
radical
somewhere
in
many big business papers will highlight
Malabar attire in an oracle's garb in
the result as a "total defeat" of all leftone of the many tlhagwati
temples
ist IP'arties in Kerala, a "devastating rout during a festival, chantmg the ip'raise
of the ruing UF," or even as a "total
of the goddess.
Next time you may
surprise".
But for one who knows
see him on a Left Communist platthe pulse of Keralites this result indiform denouncing
the existing order
cates nothing.
This sort of political
and the belief in God.
This duality
somersault is a habit with Keralites.
is deep-rooted in the minds of most
In the past they have voted the ComKeralites.
They do not have any
munists twice to power, pulled them
qualms when some,~ne !points out to
down through a liberation
struggle,
them the contradiction
in their behavoted the Congress in and out at ex- viour.
The intellectuals,
lecturers in
istence.
All in a very short span of physics and High Court judges can be
time.
seen pro stating themselves in front of
the self-proclaimed
God (Bhagavan
The
reason
for
this
see-saw
Sai Baba).
The duality in short is
seems far more deep rooted than' the
well accepted and never questioned.
pundits think in the socio-economic
Probably it is the same duality that
condition, intellectual state and even
they apply when it comes to franchise.
the primitive superstitions of Keralites.
They may profess loyalty to one party
Keralites seem to try in quick succesancli cast their vote for another.
So it
sion various political ideologies in the
will be foolish to interpret the election
vain hope of a better day.
In their
results as being in favour of one ideofrantic
trials they have lost hope
logy or the other without taking into
(justifiably so) that political stability
consideration
the socia-economic
turwill ful'fil their cherished desire.
J

through. For us poor stragglers here,
Calcutta Diary
moll and the ptevailing dualism of
strewn across the colonial, quasi-colothe mind.
nial tracts on this or that side of the
Another factor which most political
equator, the occasion could scarcely
CRARAN GUPTA
parties, including the leftist, forget is
have the same significance of fulfil•
the importance of the youth of the
o, it is not the revolution which ment; rather, for us, the Marx annicountry in imparting political stability.
devours its children, it is the versary should have provided the
They use the frustr
outh to
children who devQur the revolution. occasion for renewed dedication to the
achieve their i
,. The
cause. Solemnity should have marked
Last Sunday was the one hundred
failure of the lef
~~at
the celebration of the day, and not
fiftieth anniversary of Marx's birth:
they do not
observed with much eclat. The. the smugness of pretended achieverally the yO!
TJeeches by the usual Left ment. For, till now, the sum total of
ingand
a
.nentwallahs, pageantry, an our achievements in this country
they are ab
~re of carnival. In this coun- is pretty negligible-,-unless one is to
their fold an,
; revolution is yet to be, and count in the sharin5 of the spoils in
one or two State governments with
lead and fixity
Jjective factors which would entical overswing, as ,
of the J ana Sangh.
the fruition of Marx's progress the kindred' souls
~
- ~
can be averted.
~t to be evolved. But this partiand done, the leftil
Economists have extended their
inconvenience can
scarcely
-) do not have eno,
he style of our gentlemen- worries over the grim consequences of
on the youngsters. Tt
The revolution may be far what they call the 'international deties will have to get t
the rituals are all here. monstration effect'. Poor countries
St:;\te behind them, w•.
was telling me about a are desperately anxious to emulate the
disciplined and made to stick to ,
L,,__
an, who was a most im- living standards of immediately rich
ever ideology they chose if the
countries, and thereby invite ruin upportan\
tionary in the Communist
State wants political stability. As Maoon themselves. Their resources are
Tse-tung said : "the young people are Party of India twenty five years ago. meagre, they lack basic capital assets,
the most active and vital force of so- The gentleman was eXlP'anding his and yet they go on a binge. While
ciety, they are the most eager to learn ideas on how the May 5 anniversary they should cultivate savings, so that
in New Delhi:
and the least conservative in thinking. should be celebr~
the infra-structure could be built for
one of his sugg
was that one
This is especially so in the era of
rapid economic growth, they indulge
hundred and 1..
.;ollege girls-l
socialism. We hope that the local
in a 'spending spree, wasting their prefor devadasisparty organisations in various places guess substituting
cious resources on posh cars and buildarmed with lighted candles, should
will help and work with the youth
ings, refrigerators and hi-fi sets, telesnakedance for one hundred and !fifty
.... The party organisations should
vision and other similar junk. By
minutes before an eight feet-by-fournot treat them in the same way
thus trying to keep up with the Joneses
as everybody else and ignore their feet portrait of Marx. This is the ex- of the West, they merely ensure that
amination season in New Delhi-as
they would permanently lag behind
special characteristics".
I have yet to check
If the civic poll results are a blow to elsewhere-and
the Joneses, for high consumption
whether the one hundred and fifty girls
the leftist image, it is not due to thistoday would mean low savings, and
policy or that. It is due to the pecu- did in fact mature.
therefore low investments, and conseFrivolity is far from my intention.
liarities of the· Kerala voter whose
quently a poor rate of economic
It is the frivolity of those who swear
cynical humor expresses itself in
growth, so that poverty will be with
by the revolution which outrages me.
boosting someone and ip'ulling him
Each of us may have our own separate them for ever.
down the next moment. The time
It is time we started worrying over
view about how things are proceeding
and initiative still rest with the leftists,
the international demonstration effect
in the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia,
at least in this State. If they close
on the socialist movement in the poorRumania or-for that matter-China,
their ranks and make an honest
er countries. The weakness of the
but all these nations can at least look
attempt, especially to get the youth
flesh is the weakness
of the flesh.
back on the concrete achievement of
with them, there is no reason why
Socialist leaders from the under-devethe revolution ; they had all succeedthey cannot repeat their performance
loped nations meet at international
ed in exprOipriating the expropriators,
at the last general elections.
congn:gations leaders from countries
whatever the trend of more recent
where the Communist
Party is in
events. They are therefore perfectly
power-or
from countries where livwithin their rights to make a gala
ing standards are already high. AchieFor FRONTIER
contact
occasion of the Marx anniversary; it
vement meets aspiration, and soon a
is their prerogative to lay on a display
C. K. MAJUMDAR
little bit of the achievement
starts
-pomp and \pageantry and all thatgetting rubbed off 0Ii. those who, for
News Traders
it is their way of proclaiming to the
the present, should only aspire. The
world that, basing themselves on
62, Ispat Market,
appurtenances of power and affluence
Marx's teachings, they have come
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nshare, and the apprentice-socialists
from the poorer countries slide into
a vicarious enjoyment of the spoils of
achievement.
In the process,
perspective, as well as sense of proportion, tends to get lost.
The story of
the blood and the sweat and the toil,
of the martyrdom of thousands, of the
grimness and the bitterness of social
struggle, of the ups and downs of the
ceaseless battle against the marauders
and the c<lipitalists, sort of gets slurred
over; what tantalizes is the current
state of affairs in the socialist countries, where everything-or
so it seems
-is milk and honey.
Never mind if
the revolution is yet to be in our own
land, the temptation
grows to have
milk and honey nonetheless.
Immediately, a train of thinking is put into
motion to rationalize this temptation.
Politics, after all, implies the seizure
of power ; the socialist countries have
achieved what they have achieved because the leaders there could seize
power.
The historical Iprocess, as delineated by Marx and Engels
and
Lenin and Stalin, is all right, but
why can't we telescope this process
and hasten the seizure of power?
I
have a suspicion that a large hunk of
the obsession of the Left leaders with
the United Front is explained by this
factor. A strategy, which should have
been taken to be what it was, namely, a short-term device, has now been
elevated to a philosophy of existence.
The United Front [tber alles, because
it opens up an opportunity to the Left
leaders to enter the portals of power.
Nobody worries about the quality of
the power, or to what use it would
be put. The long-term objectives are
given short shrift for the sake of the
immediate enjoyment of the illusion
of power.
It would be hypocrisy of
the worst type for anybody to claim
that by being, for example, a minister of local self-government
in a
State government, while hemmed in un
all sides by cabinet
colleagues who
could
scarcely
be
distinguished
from fascists and civil servants who
are both corrupt and reactionary and
by a Governor who has been !placed
there to watch each
person's every
step. the course is furthered even in
a miniscule way:
But where the flesh
is willing, you succumb all the way.
The current goings on in connection
MAY
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with the allotment of seats for
the
coming election is sickening beyond
words, and the Left leaders should
have called the bluff of the two pennyworth blackmailers much, much earlier. By calling off the deals of persuasion and appeasement,
they would
have raised the morale of their cadres
and at the same time told off the
blackmailers.
Even today, they cannot bring themselves to do so;
they
have been bitten by the bug.
I .~
the International Demonstration
all over.

r
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Am I being
unfair to the
leaders?
It could of course be <.
gued that they have a different asses'
ment of the situation, and hones'
think that, in the
IPresent
cont
when the main enemy continues
the Congress,
the concept
United Front has not outlivecl
fulness.
An honest assessn
however still be a wrong as'
Partly, the difficulty also lit.
the
age-structure of the present group of
Left leaders.
The temptation to call
it a day is, to an ~ent,
the function
of advancing
a,
Old
soldiers
are also tired sold
ad often they
cannot last the ho._ .retch, particularly when account is taken of their
class background.
I know I shall now
be accused of being still more unkind to the Left leadership, but one
. has only to take a look at the coillJPosition of the IPolitburos of the two
Communist
parties.
Those who are
there today were there twenty years
ago, thirty years ago, some of them,
I suspect,
even forty years ago. A
certain atrophy of thought, a certain
tiredness in steps is understandable
in
the
circumstances.
Till
now,
the
Left CPI was being able to get around
this particular
problem by allowing
the keenness
and effulgence of its
cadres some lP<1aywithin the
party
processes.
But it seems experience
now wants to knock off innocence,
which is what it should not be. One
can only hope and implore:
just as
the whole is more important than the
part, the objective of the cause is
more important than the exigencies of
the immediate
present.
True, there
can be no future if we do not survive
the present.
But there
are ways of
survival beyond the United Front.

Tripura :
FROM
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An

Incident

CORRESPO~DENT

A

SMALL new~-item published recently in the daily newspapers
reported tha
of unruly people
raided and
_ office of the
ASDr
overnffient
trea
he police
persons
fl added
an could
_ incident
'd~Pof Kamalin fact was that
>lJiPIof young boys
~es ranging from 7
all students of pri;econdary schools)
• Ll1" v1.1lceof the ASDO
at
10-30 in the morning.
They
wanted to ask him to arrange rations
for them as well as for their parents
who were peasants.
No rice is available, except at exhorbitant
prices on
the black market.
The peasant students were not allowed to enter the office premises.
They
had to stand under a punishing sun.
It was already 12 noon when some 10
students, both boys and girls, entered
the sanctuary of the ASDO and wanted to know the reasons for the delay .
There
was an exchange
of angry
words.
Then the ASDO ordered the
police officer to be ready with his men
and threateningly told the students to
disperse, failing which the police would
use force against them.
But disiPerse they did not. And
they could not keep their temper any
more.
They started brickbatting
the
office roof.
The ASDO ordered the
officer of th~ Border Secu!ity Police
Force to open two rounds of blank
lfire. The firing was so unexpected,
that it caused panic among the students.
When they were running for
safety and were already
some 300
yards away, the !police fired againthis time not blank.
The bullets killed
instantly a boy named Samarendranath
and injured seven others, including a
girl of 16. The bullets hit them on
the knee, thigh, belly and ear. Each
and every injury unmistakably showed
that the fleeing students had been fired
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at from behind l\rid the plea of 'selfdefence' is untenable. Moreover, not
a single policeman or officer required
even first ·aid because nobody had attacked them. Another point to note
was that the police, before firing, did
not even care to use lathis or tear-gas.
The injured scho y.....nJ-~s
of the boy
who died ul'
'lpelled the
government
'nce a
judicial f
incident, bu
in the
taken f{
strike Wi

<

banks, Hence, during the summer, tides
from the Rupnarayan overspread their
banks with salt and destroy the crop.
The condition of the three main canals,
Mellok, Karia and Midnapur-khal, is
not worth mentioning. The villagers
were frustrated by the last general election, for in the political hurly burly
that preceded it they attempted to get
some sort of concrete, assurance from
the leaders for better drainage, but the
latters' commitment ended with the
elections.
The Bloc Development Officers in
the
districts have already adapted
ameba Jayate'.
themselves to the showmanship of the
Congressite bureaucracy. Brand new
files, grotesque figures,' incredible data,
hollow. assurances-everything
typical of Writers' Building has been imported
with great care and sincerity. To
DHYAY
my great astonishment, none of the
villagers whom I met said anything
frah. Peasants in these two dis- in sUjpportof the Bloc Officers. In fact,
lrticularly in the latter, are in an aged, illiterate farmer knows his
a
na. As the downstream of district better than these officials. But
the river has become dry since the his suggestions seldom reach the right
construction of the reservoir, there is place.
In spite of the presence of a good
no lP-rovision for watering the lands
number
of co-operative societies, the
on its banks. r
ivation of bora has
suffered a rw
lack and thousands "mahajans" have not lost their hold
of fishermen 1.
Jeen forced to chan- over the· villagers. Isn't it funny indeed
ge their profession, Again, when the that to repay the loans of the "comonsoon sets in, the DYC discharges operatives", their members often borthe excess water of its reservoir. But row money from these people?
The Bloc Seed Farms of Bagnan
the river cannot carry this water to
the sea, as its bed has silted up. The. have not yielded any satisfactory result.
result can be guessed easily. Floods Peasants whom I met never said anydevastate several thousand bighas of thing encouraging about these farms.
land on both the banks. Neither the A primary teacher gave a very witty
DYC nor the Government ever thought reply to my question when he said
about these contigencies. The project that these farms are not experimentmay have benefited the peop[e of ing in better seeds or better crops
Burdwan but it has brought about in- but in running at a loss. Still, this
explicable miseries to the peasantry' of grave situation could have been imHooghly and Howrah. As the down- proved had there been no economic
stream of the Damodar gets no water, penetration by the up-country banias.
production of paddy in Howrah dis- The story of their influx is really
trict is steadily decreasing. Had the interesting. The north-west part of
flow of water been preserved, the total the district is mainly an industrial
output of lP,addy in the two districts area and many moneyed families
of Hooghly and Howrah would have from UP., Gujarat and Rajasthan
easily surpassed that yielded by Burd- have invested ca[pital there in both
large and small scale industries. The
wan alone.
The drainage system in the Bagnan present uncertainty in the industrial
area is so bad and irregular that it has world, labour disputes, trade union
become a nightmare to the villagers. movements-all these have frightened
Almost all the canals have silted up some of them and they have started
near their mouths and their beds are transferring their capital to areas which
almost at the same level with their they consider saft'f, These banias,

ministration compelled the authorities
to yield. But even about rations and
ration shops, the government resorted
to the same triclsery which they have
been lP'factising, i.e. to give the ownership of the ration shops to their puppets. There is no guarantee that rationed rice and wheat will not be
smuggled out of the shO[PSand sold at
blackmarket prices.
From this story one can visualise
e activities indulged in by Mr Cha'" Border Security Force and the
,ressite apostles of 'ahimsa" and

PeasaIlt

WHAT happens in the vil1at;>
hap,pens behind their green curtain, the Calcuttans have no clear idea.
Each of them is a living encycloiPaedia, a champion chatterer and a merciless critic of the bureaucratic administration but none of them sympathizes
with the villagers or takes the trouble
of tracing the root of their suffering.
The picnic parties from Calcutta may
appreciate the green curtain in and
around a vill ge, but that curtain is
a myth. Tl10Y do not know that
thousands of hungry, !p'ale faces are
kept hid den behind it. They have
neitl1er t1:e depth nor the sincerity to
realize the ugly truth of life. In fact,
even in this second half' of the twentieth century the spectre of feudalism
continues to shadow their outlook.
A recent trip to the Bagnan area
of Howrah district revealed that the
peasants are dying. Three factors
are mainly responsible for their sorry
plight: failure of the much-spoken of
government Jp'rojects; the slow but
steady penetration of the up-country
banias in the field of agriculture and
prevalence of class barriers in the village community.
To the villagers of Bagnan, the
Damodar Valley Corporation is a
farce. Construction of the reservoir
in the upper stream of the Damodar
has saved Burdwan district, but on the
other hand it has created immense
difficulties for the districts of Hooghly
n
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Hopes For

New
even when they turned towards agri- cultivators could have boycotted the
culture, planned to concentrate on unscrupulous exporters. The GovernGermany:
items which would help them to ment should have taken the initiative
but
it
did
not.
make money. For this, .they fixed
The banias are daing another harm
their eyes on the cash crops of
ABDUL
GAFFAR
t'o
the villagers. They are buying
Bagnan and as betel-leaf is the most
s that have
important cash crOiPthere they hasten- acres of land in the interior at a very
HE dn
tp.'
the last few
ed to monopolise its trading. .Today, cheaiP' rate with the aim .of brick
ermany
betel-leaf cultivation in Bagnan is at manufacture and other maney-makingweev
o most
the mercy of the banias. They export business.
What about the educated mid
:ir comat least ninety per cent of the total
1at such
produce. The local Bengali "chalan- class? Peaple who belong to this (
that El
dars" or exporters who once used to never consider it their duty to fl
cantrol the trade are in deSipair, for the peasant from (poverty and 0Pl
~.ety. As in
they cannot stand in competition sion. They suffer from a supel
Jents form the
against the outsiders. The condition of rity complex which is due ta cas.
N German revoluThis caste barrier is' tf
the poor cultivators is much worse. barriers.
some
extent
different from that in tb
Like the Bengali cha1andars they also
nt has been brewnineteenth
century.
At that time
have no control over the trade, and
1Y for the last few
the price fixed by the bania exporters man or a waman .of humble 0"
e in most .of the
has created
great
dissatisfactian however wealthy he .or she migh
..•. ~.~.cles is dreadfully
been, seldom gat any recognitic
amang them.
• ..1 for various reasons-increasWhen I met the betel-leaf cultiva- the ulPper stratum .of society.
mg bureacratization .of educational
tors .of "Nuute" and "Bautul" (South day in rural Bengal the castl
institutians and curtailment of free_ acBagnan) they spoke of some of .the has lost that rigid character
dom, overcrowding and the authoritadifficulties which should be immediate- quired the shape of class barrier. The rian system .of education. ConscriQJtion
ly removed. Betel-leaf is a kind .of village cammunity is divided into twa is another reason. Two lost wars have
plant that cannot be kt1P1fresh for an classes: the UiP'Per....-and the lawer. campletely disenchanted most .of the
~c Kayasthas
indefinite period; hence whatever the Usually the Brahm
youth about the army; it has again
mprised the been rebuilt as the strongest army in
market price the cultivators are bound and the Vaidyas "
the previaus
to sell it to the exporters. Had there so-called higher cask,
Western Europe and the Bilt-Zeitung
century,
belang
ta
the
upper
class but everyday daes everything to present it
been a cald storage plant and a cooperative society whose sole business they must have same educatian and as "the nation's greatest school" and
would be lexport of betel-leaf, the economic solvency, the two most es- as Germany's "national iPfide".
sential quaHfic.atians required in their
The demand for university reform
class. The lower class comprises the
and far democratization started among
scheduled castes who are mostly ignathe Berlin students and eventually
rant and poverty-stricken. But it is
they succeeded in getting a limited
the ups and downs within this class
number of seats in councils and combarrier which show its differences from
mittees. But their aim is to have onethe caste barrier. Even a Brahmin .or
third student representatian (another
a Kayastha, if he is poor and illiterate
.one-third! far assistants and the rest
will have no place in the upper class.
for professors) on all the boards.
He will be indirectly forced to go down
But the movement did not remain
and enter the lower class. Again,
canfined ta academic life. Students
one who belongs ta the scheduled
soon realized that democratization of
caste community many rise up the
education
was imIPassib1e unless
social ladder if he has money and
the
whole
society was democratieducation. The caste barrier .of the
zed. That brought them directly to
nineteenth century did not allow this.
The presence .of class barriers active politics and they now put the
whale framework of German society
mars the chance of co-aperation between the educated middle class and ta question. The reactionary policy
the cammon !peasants. This barrier may .of the Grand Coalition and the revibe easily overcome if the babus give val of fascism have hastened the [p1f0up their narrow .outlook. But it is cess of politicalization .of the students.
The core of this movement is SDS
too much to expect a classless community in the village where vested in- - the Socialist Students League. It
terests and prejudice are deeply em- started as the students' wing of the
Social Demacratic Party, but was disbedded in the minds .ofthe inhabitants.
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affiliated in 1961 for being too Leftist.
It is a compact and well-organized
body with a membership of only 1,500,
but it commands the following of
nearly the entire body of 300,000
university students in West Germany
as a whole. Even
t;tionally conservative Heidr'
·shy is now
run by the
The S
i by
the emi
Herbert
at Calift
also coml
sive dons of "0
-Krippendorff,
who are all in th(:,
guidance of these
the students, after
analysis of the prf
society, have COlli
that the "late cal''''''''''
ipso facto in a pre-fascist ~.
and must be overthrown by revolution. The students reject the parliamentary system of government and
both "American and Soviet imperialism". They hate Russian revisionism
more than U.S. imperialism because it
deceives the people and disrupts the
revolutionary forces. They are friendly
to East Germany though they are embarrassed 1y the revisionism of its rulers. They demand that East Germany as it is must be recognised as an
independent State.
There is general agreement on these
points among the students, but regarding the mcthod of bringing about this
revolution a passionate debate is still
going on. It must be mentioned that
an anarchist t~ndency exists among
the students, m.ost of whom come
from the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie. But at the same time the lesson
of history is not forgotten; history has
shown time and again that anarchism
always leads to self-destruction in the
end.

FRONTIER

workers had a mixed feeling about the
students-they
have a traditional respect for learning and scholarship, at
the same time they see students as
well-fed, highbrow intellectuals living
outside society. But the student lea:
ders also realised the importance of
consciously 'fighting anarchism and
breaking down this isolation: They
began to organise study circles not
y amongst themselves, but also
ng the young workers. Many
fits also joined factories as workin order to build u;p cadres in
se factories. As one of the stu;nt leaders said recently, "In the
'eginning we were mistrusted but now
ur ideas seen to be catching on a
with workers. We are now train~adres among the workers, too".
Iterest of young workers in poli·uggle has immensly increased
solidarity between workers and
is fast developing.
Cultural Revolution and the
Red Guard movement in China, and
the heroic resistance of the Vietnamese
guerillas against the American invaders have natp
greatly influenced
the student
lent in West Germany as ev~ _ .Jere else. A strong
East Wind is now prevailing and
Mao's Thoughts are popular among
general body of students.
The SDS runs a journal of a high
standard, named Konkret, with a
circulation of 150,000.
A recent enquiry by Del' Spiegel
reveals that not only do .nearly 75'1'0
of all students support the SDS movement, nearly 70% of all lPeople between IS and 25 sympathise with it
and over 50% of them were willing to
join the students in their demonstrations.
In the past two years the student
revolutionary
movement of West
Berlin and West Germany has assumed a national dimension. It attracted
the attention of the outside world!
Big Drawback
when West Berlin students demonstraAnother great drawback of the stu- ted against the semi-fascist ruler of
dent movement was that it was com- Iran who went there as a State guest.
1P1etelyisolatcd from the working class.
The students came into serous clash
Students were not wholly to blame with the police. StilI more serious
for this. Under the' influence of was the demonstration against the
Social Democracy, West German American Vice-President Mr Humphworkers were mainly interested in eco- rey.
nomic struggle, politics generally did!
Support to the Vietnamese liberanot interest them. Moreover, the tion fighters is the most passionate

cause of the West German student
movement. In West Berlin and in all
the principal cities of West Germany
students have frequently organised
demonstrations. Their main battle
slogan is "Ho Ho Ho Chi Minh"
which they use on every occasion.
Another historic demonstration organised by the students was held at
Nuremberg during the Social Democratic Party's conference when Willy
Brandt, the leader of the party and
now Foreign Minister of the Bonn
Government, and his deputy Herbert.
Wehner (once upon a time he was a
member of the Communist Party)
were wounded.
When about two years ago the
"Grand Coalition" Government of
the Christian Democrats and. the
Soc i a 1 Democrats, of Kiesinger
and Brandt, was formed people
had some confidence in it. But no
problem has been solved. The economy continues to stagnate and the
lfinancial crisis is getting worse. And
worst of all, it is under this Grand
Coalition that the neo-Nazis have
built up their strength. When the
NPD, as the neo-Nazis are called,
holds a meeting or conference the
police are always there to protect
them. from the people. At Frankfurt
the authorities even banned all countter-demonstrations. Early this year the
NPD had their first big national Congress at Hanover, also under heavy
police protection. The Social Democrats f<;>IIowedthe same policy of
betrayal when Hitler came to power.
Another cause of student anger against
the Coalition Government is that it
!placed before parliament in March
this year a set of repressive measures
called Emergency Laws which are
intended to give almost dictatorial
powers to the Government.
This is the background in which
Bachmann made an attempt on the
life of Rudi Dutschke, the most dynamic leader of the Geman student
movement, on April II. Bachman.n
said, "When I read about the assassination of Martin Luther King, I said
to myself why I should not go at it".
Dutschke was hit by bullets in
the head and chest. Some of the best
surgeons operated on him for 5 hours
and with great difficulty saved bis
life.
'J

There is undoubtedly a conspiracy
behind this attemlpted murder. In this
conspiracy the Axel Springer Press
plays the leading role.
Particularly
his Bilt Zeitung, with a daily circulation of 4 million, has been consistently
instigating the German public against
the student movement, particularly
against Rudi Dutschke and other leaders. There was a spontaneous uprising of students and workers in West
Berlin and in all the principal cities
of West Germany, and naturally the
main brunt of their attack was the
Springer Press offices in different cities.
One characteristic th's affair which
has come out sharply everywhere is
the Nazi-style of attack of the police
on the demonstrators. This has made
the students and youn!! workers more
determined to resist rising Fascism.
One thing is quite clear-Germany
is already lookin!! a more hopeful
place than it has looked for the last
40 years.
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vate prejudice. But if it is to be presumed that a man will not act impartially because of his association with
the private sector, can die presumption be justified that the private sector
will
receive fair dealing from men who
COMMENTATOR
are oppose
all that it stands for?
The way
ment has dealt
de, it would
EADER-writers appear to be shy with
of the Thacker affair, though seE"
ed in how
the episode keeps coming up before
em work
,han in a
Parliament time and again. Mr""
e sector.
ker was in the USA when the
policy is
was 'first raised in the Lok Sabh
...IS an importthe Minister for Industrial De\
1"< development of
ment, Mr Fakhruddin Ali Abn
1t deliberately goes
was able to force a temporary trl;
climate which just
by his stout defence of the abs
that the private secchairman of the Industrial Licenf
Policy Enquiry Committee. The 1
~red at every step in
This is not a plea,
ter had to face an angry Hour
Jlerance of abuses in
Mr Thacker, on his return, l'
ly resigned but also let it be
.vate sector. The Government
that Mr Ahmed did not tf
hi not without powers to punish the
ment the whole truth. Th
Jlster malefactors. Let this be done by all
had a trying time in defending him- means with greater vigour. But side
self against the charge of misleading by side let the Government ponder
Parliament, and from newspaper re- over how much it contributes to the
'Ports it appeare
"\3t he received spread of anti-social greed and corsympathy from fe
rters. In spite ruption by its own administrative
shortcomings.
of all this rumpu
Jt many newsDemanding that the mystery must
papers thought it a fit subject for editorial comment, though all of them be cleared Patriot says the greatest
published elaborate reports of the con- mystery, of course, is why the Bank of
troversy. Ministerial discomfiture in India chose to offer the post of direcParliament seldom fails to attract the tor to a man who was chairman of
attention of newspapers. and Mr the Licensing Policy Enquiry ComAhmed is fortunate to have been able mittee. Was no candidate better versed in the intricacies of banking finance
to get away so lightly.
The question of old age
Partial amends have been made by available?
The Hindustan Times which came security is of considerable importance
out not only .with an editorial but to a man of 64, but he should have
also an article on the subject. In the been able to take care of it without
latter, S. M. says that on any right involving himself in an unsavoury
Mr Fakhruddin
Ali
appreciation of the issues involved in controversy.
the licensing enquiry, the association Ahmed told Parliament that his
with it of someone who understands Ministry had' been informed in writing
the problems and workings of the that Mr Thacker had decided not to
'Private sector should have been con- accept the bank's offer. On his residered an asset rather than other- turn from the USA Mr Thacker ch.imwise. The committee has on it two ed that he had taken the prior perother members who have advertised: mission of the Government to co~sider
their lack of sympathy with the pri- the offer and that his meeting with the
vate sector. Nobody has sUl!!!ested Board of Directors of the bank was
that they will ~I1owtheir political pre- also wIthin the knowledge of the Govdilections to affect an obiective assess- ernment. Mr Ahmed hotly denying
ment of the issues before the com- these claims told the Lok Sabha that
mittee. Eminent men of their stand- the Government did know of Mr
ing are expected to have a conscious- Thacker's visit to Bombay on 28
ness of public duty that overrides rpri- March but what it did not know was
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that he went to attend the meeting of
the Board of Directors of the bank.
Obviously, there has been' a serious
failure of communication between the
Minister, the Secretary to his Ministry,
the Secretary of the Enquiry Committee and Mr ThackeJ:.- he last has
not yet been lJP"'---i.s curious
affair, and it
t.i.ng to
have more
'hat
and whe
In a p
Hindu H.
Mr Thack.
cut to priv •..
bank's offer likel)industrial licensing.
be based on docur
and would be a c(
Mr Kumaramangalar
jape, members of
thought otherwise th .
ing in self-con1fidence. There
no question of Mr Thacker's integrity. He erred in his judgment of
his position as chairman of the licensing committee. Technologists like
him are often unable to comprehend
and anticipate the complex motivations of those among whom they are
thrown once they enter the arena of
politics and administration. He was
not in any case an appropriate choice
for the chairmanship of a committee
whose motivations are strongly political. He failed to appreciate that the
other members of the committee were
likely to be suspicious of any kind of
contact with the private sector, and
that any Minister must be expected to
protect his own interest first. Mr
Thacker was caught between unhelpful
colleagues and a Minister who preferred to take the line of least resistance.
In a rejoinder in the same paper Mr
Kumaramangalam says the committee
was to investigate the extent to which
the Government's licensing policy had
favoured the larger business houses.
Now if the chairman of a committee
charged with the duty of giving a finding on this most controversial question
accepts a post on the board of a bank
in which some of the larger business
houses have a substantial interest,
naturally the findings of the committee
will be open to attack, however much
they are related to and based on documentary evidence. It is said that
justice must not only be done but
C

appear to be done and hence the obvious incompatibility of combining the
Iposts of chairman of the committee
with that of membership of the board
of one of the "Big Five" banks of our
country.
Kerala Elections

The results of the municipal elections in Kerala have gladdened many
hearts and they have been uniformly
-'reted as a sign of the growing
\antment of the people with the
party United Front, led by the
1\1). The Indian Express consiit significant that at the first
portunity they were given to pro'Jl1ce a verdict on the record of the
, Government, the peo.ple of Kenila
voted against it. The Front's
in many of its "citadels" of
;alicut being the most import,nem, at the hands of a party
'lad routed only a year ago,
refle,
Ie people's disenchantment
with theIr present rulers. The people
have rejected many harmful policies
of the State Government. The Government has beer ~ying politics with
people's food
disastrous results. Kerala.
. to be developed.
What it got in the last year was the
east wind of propagandist politics.
When the people wanted food and
work, it was infuriating to be told! that
their masters were combining "agitation" with administration.
Nor has
the spectacle of disunity in the Ministry been edifying. The Marxists' partners are feeling restive under their
bullying. Rivalry between the Left
and the Right Communists has hampered many development projects.
The internal quarrels of the SSP have
'placed the Chief Minister in a quandary. It is, therefore. hardly surprising that the people have returned such
an unfavourable verdict against the
United Front. The Ministry has received a shock. But it is too much to
hope for a radical change in its policies
Interpreting the results as a setback
for Kerala Communists The Hindu
says one reason for the success of the
Muslim League, (53 out of whose 55
candidates have won), may be the critical attitude the League leaders have
recently taken towards the Marxists.
The fact that the J ana Sangh has won
j

six seats and the DMK one, both for
the first time in Kerala, also seems to
show that the electorate was willing
to make new eXiperiments.While there
is no legal obligation on the part of
the Namboodiripad Government to
resign because of the present debacle,
it nevertheless seems to be true that
the Marxists themselves treated the
polls as a vote of confidence in the
regime, since they did not fight the
elections on purely local issues. The
Communists profess to find an answer
to the debacle in the food shortage
and they plan to organise a public
campaign to ask the people whether
they should stay in office under the
difficult conditions imposed by the
Centre's alleged failure to provide
food. It is, however, ooubtful if this
particular horse can be flogged much
longer in view of the improving food
situation. The root cause of popular
dissatisfaction with the UF is rather to
be found in the UF Government's
failure to maintain law and order in
the State and to deal with the problem of development.
The internal
quarrels of the coalition have also
played their part at the polls. The
United Front's disunity has indeed led
to a paralysis of the administration
and labour trouble has been endemic
in the State.
To The Hindustan Times it is clear
that this public disenchantment cannot
be wholly explained in terms of the
"customary ennui" of the electorate
with the ruling party. Much has haJppened in Kerala in the last twelve
months to disillusion the uncommitted
voter.
Apart from the difficulties
over rice, for which the Government
cannot be wholly blamed, the equivocation of the Government over its
responsibility to maintain law and
order and the high-handed behaviour
of party minions must have disgusted
the public. By all accounts, the activities of the cadres of the CPI (M)
have infuriated even its partners in the
coalition, who have complained about
encroachment on Government land
and the meting out of private justice
by the members of the party. The socalled popular committees were encouraged to take on police and other
functions and harass their political
opponents. This, together with cons-
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tant internecine feuding between the
constituents
of the UF, must have
cantributed to the electoral reverses of
the coalition and of the CPI(M)
in
particular. Referring to Mr Gopalan's
reparted statement that a revolutionary
party like the CPI (M) does not consider the result of this election or any
election for that matter as having any

bearing
on socialist
evolution
the
paper says M.r Gopalan
is already
planning an "anti-Centre"
agitation to
be followed by a general strike.
This
shows that the CPl(M)'s
commitment
ta the parliamentary
system is visibly
wearing thinner under pressure from
its own extremists and the electorate's
disillusion.

Book Re"iew

Re~olution £n the Re~olution ?
H.

GAMBERG

'}' HE warld has certainly changed.
Western intellectuals must leave
the rarefied atmosphere
of the "advanced" metrotPolis and travel ta the
former colonies ta write about what's
really happening.
As the locus of revolutionary SOCIaltransformation shifts
to the Third World, the sophistication
of Marxism
is replacing
the neacolonial antiquarianism
of anthropology in commenting an the major events
of the "underdeveloped"
world. Regis
Debray's Revolution in the Revolution? is an exampfe .of this new genre.
Unlike other books of this type, however, this one talks less to Westerners
than it does to revolutionaries
in
these mOre highly exploited countries.
Considering that the peripheral issues
of the book aPIPear more important
than the argument of the book itself,
one wanders if this work on Cuba
would have caused such a stir had it
been written by a Cuban rather than
a French intellectual
of "impeccable
cultural background".
What are the tangential factors which
explain the great impact of this little
book?
RevoLwion. in the Revolution? has that sense of official stamp
of a~proval which beclouds issues and
glasses over difficulties.
As such, it
indicates the desire ta make the Cuban
revolution the lesson for all coming
Latin American revolution.
This is
unw.orthy because the nationalist impetus behind it tends to blur fortuitous
:f. By Regis Debray
MR Press, New York:
Price $ 4.00
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versed in peaceful 'coexistence and in
parliamentary poltroonery, and in waiting for the bourgeois deqlOcratic revolution.
Debray reiterafes that the
Cubans took power through armed insurrection,
that conditions
are r~pe
throughout Latin America for a turn
to armed f
1~
'l,d no amount .of
verbal fJV'
• of a sophistic at'
can free
~
romth~
position
d feature
stimulate

,oray's argument on
ence does not fare
may be summed up

accidents or mistakes behind a facade
of glorious, consistent and tatally planned revolutionary
action.
It is tl],e' [
rural guerilla band
well-rounded
sense, o~ deta~tf:1I..~
. I e only agent far the taking
commitment
ta revolutIOn wJ ; +~J
vi'
of revolutionary power.
mitting its errors and its Q .iQ .1~S
2.
Military acr n defines its awn
which so characterizes Che l. :'C~cra's
political Dr nization.
There
work on the Cuban Revolution
and
can be no political party other
makes it far superior ta the boak under
than that rooted in military
review.
The fact that Debray is unactivity.
justly rotting away "·.~olivian
prison
3. . The mobile band must act in
lQr revolutianary
.or !lities has also
relative isolati.on from the peoadded lustre to this J60k.
It is this
ple in the counl!yside be~ause
reviewer's opinion that the glamour
some Ip:eople may turn mforsurrounding the boak has led to too
met or because the peopfe will
ready acceptance of a work which is
suffer repression if integrated
often wrong or trivial, if not perniciinto guerilla war.
aus.
4.
Mobility, swiftness, and lightDebray's book sees the Cuban path
ning accession to power are to
to power in no substantial way unique
be chosen over slow expansiDn
to Cuban experience,. but as setting
of revolutionary
base areas.
both the general and specific contours
5.
Palitical
theory
is seen to
for all successful Latin American redevelap spontaneously
out of
volution.
The primary and most rearmed military action.
levant lesson to be drawn fram that
That these factors have some geneexperience is no more than a restating
ral relevance f.or the Cuban taking
of the famous dictum that the duty of of power is obvious.
That they are
a revolutianary is to make revolution.
the major reasons for revolutianary
In the context of Latin America (and
success in Cuba, and therefore geneother places, as well), where everyone
ralizable to the continent is far from
wha is anyane knaws haw to talk about
.obvious.
There is a flagrant disregard
revolution
(at least when they are
for rather obvious facts in this atyoung), this dictum certainly needs ta
tempt to universalize the Cuban probe repeated.
What is learned from
cess. The facts :
Fidel and Che and Raaul and the rest
of that caurageous and dedicated band,
. 1. The guerillas in the Sierra
is that a revolutionary
is ultimately
Maestra were not defined to
defined by demonstraitan
of his revathemselves, to the natian, or
lutionary action. This factor takes on
to the w0rld, as socialist revoadded significance in a continent where
luti0narie:.
official Communist
parties are well
2. There was a great deal of trial

.PVI

I
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3.

4.

and error tactics in the Cuban
Revolution since it was not
guided by explicit revolutionary theory.
The armed struggle was short
and indecisive since there were
less than 1,000 men under
arms wh r
>1 entered
Havan. ".
Bat.i/
lmost
u'

')ad

c
a
ly

5.

can,
The "re.
occurred a.
power as its
to overt j
a!ld a greate
its revolutio
is amply
Moray's Second Rev" •.
Cuba).

Rather than a elf-conscious, clearsighted guerilla
r, we find in Che's
work, for example, an over-romantic,
certainly courageous, band stumbling
into power against a totally corrupt
regime and a somewhat indifferent
imperialism. That America will no
longer remain passive in circumstances
much less revolutionary is clearly demonstrated by the Dominican expericnce. Guided by a tradition in which
all Latin American "revolutions" were
no more than putschs America could
stand by and wait for Fidel to give up!
the romantic delusions of youth. But
Fidel did not ful'fil his bourgeois promises and so Cuba (with Vietnam)
has become a guidepost for American
military intervention on the slightest
pretext of trouble.; The future revolutions of Latin America must face
this change, and with it the demand
for long-term, fully explicit revolutionary war-a war in which the people in general will be forced into combat and self-sacrifice.
The mobile, guerilla band is little
more than a rural terrorist unit. At
the initial stages of revolutionary
combat, it can have great imp'act by
galvanizing the people into action.
But the revolutions of Latin America
(and they appear inevitable) will not
be successful if they follow the lead
for a revolution which had much that
was fortuitous for its success. Latin
C

America will unnecessarily lose many
brave men if it faces .the certaillty 01
American repression on coeragc alOne.
1'0 Will, it must prepare the people
llor a long-range struggle agauist a
VICiOUS ano powerful ioe.
'!lus IS not
meant to downgrade tile obvious contribution to the people ot tile world
made by the Cuban Revolution. But
the &entimental glonticatlOn of this
experience does not elucidate the probems faced by Latin Amncan revoluIt is to these problems that reonaries must turn and it is to
. problems that Debray's work
;s a major disservice.

Expanded l'heatre
PRABODH KUMAR -MAITRA

~EW months back Donald
•.
c;;hie presented in Calcutta
some L••ns of the experimental genre
from the United States, which gave us
an idea of the work being done on the
\film front. Its fip·tee non-conformism,
its restless dei
explore new horizons made u
rious about other
tlields of creative i:lctivityas the temper
was unlikely to be unrelated to other
spheres.
Last weekend James Hatch's production of Interview, the first of the
three plays from America Hurrah by
Jean-Claude Van Itallie, gave us an
idea of the experiments in play production in the States. This original
and intensely moving play is one of
the high spots in the production of
non-Indian !plays in the city.
In it eight players-four
men and
four women-perform
different roles
of various !people. The· "environ.
ment" is sought to be created as soon
as the viewer arrives at the door step,
punched card in hand, seeking entry.
A somewhat tortuous route flanked
by machines and masked men leads
him to the hall but not before goi:1g
through an elaborate process of questioning and directing. He is handed
sheafs of paper and, of course, a
number.
On entering he llind films being projected on the backdrop, incongruous
items like an atomic reactor overlaps
dancing steps.
Two projectors at

different levels continue showing two
films with splitscreen effect. A multimedia dimension is created from the
very beginning.
The play unravels a complex situation-the
dehumanisation
resulting
from mechanisation which has reduced
human beings to anonymity and
mere numbers. A social ~ecurity number is what a person is known by.
The playwright's acid humour is evident when a character confuses the SS.
no. with the bank account number. This
maddening pattern of impersonal existence is expressed in a series of situatkms in which the same players assume
different roles in a constant flux. Thus
one lawer gets submerged into another
with the change in the rhythm of the
play. The recurring theme of clogged
communication holds the !pieces.
The speeches of performers are not
only directed at one another but are
hurled constantly at the audience for
involvement. The well-ordered existence typified by numbered streets,
("with all these numbered streets and
avenues a !person wouldn't get lost" a
girl says) is no security against
getting lost and losing direction. The
repetition of fruitless ritual, the vacuity of mind and the desperate longing to
cling to something, "some object, some
thought," as the TV addict ruminates
-sum 'Up the absurdity of the human
situation.
The machine instead of
liberating man, succeeds in making
him another cog in the wheel.
The production is strikingly imaginative. This is the director's theatre
in true sense but the evident handicap is in the selection of players
which, perforce, has to be from a
limited range. It is difficult to get hold
of trained actors for such a tough assignment.
The most well executed
sequence is the one on Fourteenth
Street with its welter of sound, movement of !passing cars and the breakneck course of the !pedestrians, achieved by projecting !pictures which
cover the whole wall. Simultaneously
on the wing placed at different planes
the lighting creates an aura of fantasy
with fleeting shadows forming changing patterns.
The players in their
frozen stance in the background of
constant movement, are transformed
into unrecognisable creatures of circumstance.
The whole scene turns
MAY II, 1968
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into a make-be1iev~ world.
Apart from the director, enormous
credit must go to Tapas Sen whose
inventiveness reaches a new high in
this production. He uses film projectors as a source of light in addition to
other equipment. The TV quadrangle
in flickering lines on the wall, heightens the blankness. Suresh Dutt's sets
and the art work of Caneille Hatch
show good taste. An exciting threatrical experience.

Nahabat In Rungmahal
RUDRAPRASAD SENGUPTA

M Rdramatist,
Satya Banerjee, a well-known
is not so much noted
for his originality of ideas as for his
remarkable dramatic sense.
Equipped with an uncanny sense of
dramatic moments, he can pick up a
situation and develqp it into an interesting play. In Shesh Theke Suru,
he earned opulent success with the
I help of this method.
In Nahabat, he
plays the same trick but the thing
hasn't clicked. Instead it has remained a jumbled-up thing. There are
only stock characters like the irate old
man, forgetful servant, the sighing
young man, the weeping damsel, the
{pampered girl, the spoon-feeding
mother, the spoilt oaf and the bene, volent friend of the family; there are
time-old situations and conventions
like love-triangle, mistaken identity,
comic drunkenness, elaborate punning
and the rest of it. There is one very
illlJPortant thing, missing: a sense of
purpose. Never ·for long is Mr Banerjee steady in his intention; consequently we are offered, despite some
genuinely theatrical momehts, a mixed dish with very little salt or savour.
That is all about the literary judgment on Nahabat. Yet all these become evident only on second thoughts.
During the lPerformance, the play is
quite engaging. It engages because it
is every bit a producer's play with all
the necessary staginess and tension./"'
As director Mr Banerjee, does
not go for any experimentalism or venturesomeness; keeping true to the
traditional manner of mounting, he
does his best to exploit the full theatre16

potential of the drama. In 'every thing,
Jll choreogrUlPhy, costume, lighung, set
and decor-the
production is theatrical; and, I must add, theatrically effective. The acting company-thanks
to
the watchful care of a competent
director-succeeds
in maintaining certain evenness of style. The actors
and actresses who play minor roles
remain consistently alert so that they
do not look pUPIPetswhile others are
acting. Arab Bhattacharjee plays too
weighty a role for her to bear, but
Satya Banerjee with his usual staginess
and Nirmal Chatterjee and Amarnath
Mukherjee with comparative naturalness perform their tasks quite effectively. And as is usual in !plays by the
Rungmahal Company, lahar
Roy
creates innumerable moments of hilarity. Some day I wou1d love to see
this wonder-clown of the Bengali
sta~ grappling with a more difficult
more potent role-a
role that
bring out the best out of him.
Ocasey

Play

":

There are many who believe Sean
O'Casey's Juno and the paycock to be
a masterpiece • 20th century drama.
This writer is~.. one of them. This
disaPIProval is .•.•
.)t due- to O'Casey's
utter acceptance of the naturalist tradition nor is it because of the co-existence of the melodramatic and the
farcical in the play. On the contrary,
many great plays have been created
from adherence to naturalist conventions. It is also true that in these
days, drama has lost its state of purity and simplicity. A jp'Uretragedy or
a pure comedy is as obsolete as the
phoenix today; a play today is either
a comic tragedy or a dark comedy.
What one misses in Juno and the Paycock is the proper blending; the melodramatic and the farcical, the sad and
the buoyant remain too very pronounced and separated; they do not
undergo the necessary process of
artistic fusion. In view of this one
can quite readily agree with the idea
of transplanting Juno and the Paycock.
One would have been far happier if
a troupe like Theatre WorkshCJ!Pcould
find a better play than this.
So much for Sean O'Casey. But
one can have very little against Asoke
Mukherjee; doubtless he has given a
very good rendering of this not very

good O'Casey play.
'there lIs no
toreignness in toe adaptation; the
transliteration is very competent. The
dialogue, in particular, is terse and
effective throughout the lP'lay. Yet
there is a certain scope for a slight reorientation. In the first place, some
words might be used less frequentlywords which vulgar people call vulgar:
Secondly, too many dialects and
speech habits-exquisite in themselves
-have
been used rather carelessly.
Being a naturalist play, these could
have been intermingled a little more.
Finally, the change in the maimed
boy's character mis1fires. His involvement with politics does not mix well
with the I !personal problem at the
centre of the play. As a result, there
seems to be a false progressivism from
time to time.
Sincerity is writ large on this production of Theatre Workshop' though
one should not call it an altogether
blemish-free
affair. The make-up
scheme, for example, could have been
worked out with greater care. With
small grey streaks, Maya Ghosh looks
made-up rather than an old woman ;
the beard and hair of Bibhas Chakravarti have been over-whitened, with
little care to let the rest of his body
appear proportionately old. The use of ,
structure set seems to have gained currency since Nandikar's Jakhan Eka.
Here the structure set has been used
much to the intensification of the bareness of mood which informs the whole
play; yet this concetPtion of decor does
not seem indispensable since the design
could not be used for any extraordinary purpose. The costume scheme
has been worked out with meticulous
care, with special emphasis on colour.
The lighting and blockings have been
adequately tackled. But the acting
company has definite scope to improve.
Manik Roy Chowdhury acts lovably
with a bit of an eye on the gallery;
Maya Ghosh, despite her very commendable gusto, pants too much
and is much too highstrung right
from the beginning. Chinmoy Roy
is impressive in a small role. Bibhas
Chakravarti has given a sincere and
sensitive performance in the role of a
toughie. He could be praised without
any qualification but for his lack of
vigour.
.
Theatre Workshop's Chhayay Aloey
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is that kind of performance which pants in the probing of the human
,. rouses your expectations continually situation. They question and discuss
only to falsify; a production which / in all seriousness the characters
provokes the critic in you and hence sampled at random, to delve deeper
prevents uninterrupted enjoyment.
into their motivation and their elan for
living.
Many ~efinitions emerge.
Then the worker describes himself,
or for that matter man, as an identity
card but with different personalities.
In he evening he becomes a different
PRABODH K Ul\IAR MAITRA
person but can't get away from the
feeling that he remains a prisoner. The
COMPARED
to the French film possibility of ful'filment, whatever that
session last year this year's crop means, to him is remote. But the
is rather unexciting. One notes the Italian girl who feels alienated from
somewhat perfunctory nature of selec- her surroundings never despairs of
tion which hardly helps to understand fulfilment.
the period or the makers themselves.
The young ones' failure to get
Hiroshima Mon Amour, the most worked UjpI with problems or the
known of the current programme, has French workers' hidebound individua-'
been shown here before quite a few lism reveal problems of an affluent
times. in Madame De (1953) Max community who have apparently noQphuls harks back to a period at the thing to live by.
By contrast • ~
turn of the century which seems his artist's, assertion, when questio iQ
forte. His baroque propensities and whether he is happy, that h~ppl1,vSS
penchant for costume and decor is not his aim is another facet of this
make his film a treat to watch. The extraordinary
exploration
in tbe
waltz scene whose time is condensed human situation.
in a single sequence while the lovers
This tfilm of a personal world exfind a new rapport and a new mean- pands into the summer ai .)960 when
ing, is a masterly composition showing interviews are taken ·fth refreshing
e maker's virtuosity. But one sus- candour. It is rounded off when the
pects a lack of inclination on the part participants gather to see the film
of the director to get behind the facet and discuss each other's :points of view.
of it all, to study the characters in In the process we get the benefit of
uepth. The exterior fascinates him kverybody's experience togdhe, with
_ and the tracking shots explore the Morin's commentary as a summing
details for which Ophus has a keen up. Jean Rouch looking like Eiseneye. The unerring eye is more for the stein with his boyish smile, enlivens
visuals than for the characters.
the sequences. Among the CameraAdieu Phillipine by Rozier has all men Raoul Contard's hand is evident
the trajpping of a contemporary sett- in bleaching the horizon when characing and has a measure of smartness ters congragrate to compare notes.
in its execution.
The technique, in
true nouvelle vague style; occasionally
sparkles. But the whole thing is circumscribed by a curious lack of hold
on situations. The director is credited with a measure of competence in
technical details but the characters in
By AN ART CRITIC
Jheir courses ~eem to elude him,
making his excercise appe'ar a futility.
The session's most exciting present.
THERE
has been a retrospective
is, of course, Chronique D'un Ete.
exhibition of paintings of Barin
Made by Jean Rouch and the socio- De at the Calcutta Information Cen- logist Edgar Morin in ) 961 the chro- tre, Lower Circular Road, the artist's
nicle is true cinema verite. The fifth solo exhibition in Calcutta.
technique has evident relationship with
What struck one on entering the
television but the dimension here is hall was that Mr De is obviously premuch wider. The directors are partici- occupied with other-worldly thoughts,

A Mixed Bag

"-a

A Retrospective
Exhibition

1968

and although technically not always as
competent as one might wish him to
be, his photomontage~ike superimpositions tell of considerable depth of
thought.
However, what we really
liked about this exhibition were some
of his portraits. They have character
and strength. Whether it be a rugged
young peasant with contrasting depths
in light and shade, or. a softly modulated, reposeful old lady, with a calmness that is almost uncanny, he seems
to be at home in them and they evidently come to him with ease.
There were a number of landscalpes
that showed a der£inite Ifeeling Ifor
nature.
Among them was "The
Lake".
Some of his exhibits, however, were
over-dramatized
and fini&hed with
excessive meticulousness, and lacked
the free abandon of some of his other
work.
There were a number of pencil
sketches that were sensitive and spontaneous.
We very much liked the
view from the compartment of a railway train.

Letters

Automation
Automation has of late become a
nightmare to workers, specially whitecollar employees. Immensely powerful electronic computers now being
imported from the USA threaten
the very existence of lakhs of workers
and their dependents. Retrenchment,
forced retirement, gradual decrease of
various establishments (government,
semi-government and private) in the
country are among the consequences
of automation. Despite its contribution to efficiency of work, . automation is a menace in India where unemployment has already assumed a
terrifying magnitude.
Concrete suggestions of ways and means to fight
and frustrate the !policy of the Centre
would be a great service to, and highly welcomed by, all sections of the
working class.
Roy,
Calcutta

PRANAB SANKAR

the bourgeoisie
peacefully. Julius India Paets' Conference (Frontier,
Fuchik is the best witness. Hundreds April 20). Much has recently been ~
Mr Romesh Chandra has been of heroes such as Fuchik arose in the written about the magazine' Bengali
awarded a Umin Peace Prize for his course of the armed struggle and they Literature. Unfortunately, the sponsors
unique fight against American imperia- would say proudly that it was the arm- of the magazine and the Poets' Coned struggle and armed assistance of ference did not think it proper to inlism in Vietnam.
The battle-scarred heroes of the Stalin's Red Army and not election, vite some 'Of its ex-associate editors.
NLF can now rest assured that they not gradual structural alterations that My name appeared as an associate
have on their side a brave man who brougt about the tfirst national front editor of the journal; and the only
fights for their cause from the arm- coalition government. The election, thing I had to da was to offer help
fee from Ibourgeois dictatorship of which, by any means, had n'Oconnecchair of his Geneva office.
tion with poetry. After the first two
capital, later rubber stamped it.
I do not quite blame the Patriot
Arms in the hands of the workers or three inserts, my name was scrapcompositor who boasted he would bag
~
the Moscow award next year. He has after the cessation of the war main- ped.
Poets
and
editors
of
magazines
are
composed, as a part of his job, a lot tained the people's democracy and defended it. The February 1948 event very practical these days. I only
of news reports on Vietnam.
SATYENDRA
NATH SARKAR was not a 'peaceful' seizure of political lament because if I cauld resist the
Delhi IPower by the working class from the temptation of signing two 'Or three
bourgeoisie but a suppression 'Of a cheques, at least one 'Of my wife's
bourgeois coup d'etat by the armed 'Ornaments cauld have been sared ,
On Marx
Rathindranath Chattapadhyay
working class through its own State
Calcutta
On May 5, 1968, at 8-30 p.m. apparatus and mainly through its own
a1TIled
forces
built
anew
during
the
AIR, Calcutta, broadcast a talk on
United Front
Karl Marx by Sarbashri Amlan Datta, a1 -fascist war.
,lis is what Gottwald said in evaluKalyan Datta
and Bimalaprasad
Revolutionary inebriatian sometimes~
ting the February event: "even before
Mukherjee.
leads
ta jaundiced appraisals. In his
I have nothing to say about the the February event we said: one of
langish letter (April 27) Mr Prabadh
gentlemen named above or about the the basic changes compared with what
Chandra Dutta has lambasted the
contents of their discussions in the existed before the war is !precisely
United Front and catalogued the failthat the State apparatus already serves
evaluation of Marx.
I am, however, amazed at the new classes apd not the previous rul- ings 'Ofthe erstwhile UF Gavernment.
I don't knaw what Mr Dutta's repi
ignorance displayed by the authorities ing classes. The February
event
wauld be if he were asked what Ie'
of the Calcutta Centre of AIR in showed that the State apparatus, in
tlie upper classes ta unseat a gavernignoring Mr Humayun Kabir who, this sense, played an outstanding role
ment that, in his view, did nat serve
according to his own pronouncements,
.. " (s)peech at the plenary session of
is the only person who knows any- the CCCP, November 17, 1948). How the interests 'Of the tailing masses".
What is discancerting is that tertain
thing about Marxism, having read can then the above instances be re- ,
.,.
pragresslves seize every oppartumty
Marx in the original German.
garded! as a unique case of harmonious ta drill inta 'Our mind's the nation that
SUDHISK. RAY blending of 'armed preparations and
Calcutta parliamentary forms of struqgle'. True, the interests 'Of revalution can best be
served by talking abaut the necessity
this or that link in the old alPparatus 'Of revolutial1.
Czechmlovakia
had been temporarily made use of
SUKUMARPAUL
by the working class in its struggle
Gorabazar
Czechoslovakia 1948 by Bibek Roy
for ~Qwer but revolutionary violence
is a noteworthy compilation. But it
as Mr Roy said in 'Oneplace, 'clinched
fails to bring out the essence behind
the issues'.
FRONTIER
is available from
the a~pearances. The principal feature
From China to Cuba everywhere
of the article is an attempted reconciS. P. CHATTERJEE
without exception power was won by
liation of non-peaceful and peaceful
armed struggle and by fighting against Steel Market
paths, a compromise between the
claims of both. This half and half armed imperialist aggression and in- Statesplan Office
tervention.
' -,
character makes the article acceptable
Durgapur-4
PRQBQDHCHANDRADUTTA
to opportunists of all hues.
Dankuni, Hooghly
In Russia revolutionary violence, in

Fighter All

.

the main, followed the revolution, in
Czechoslovakia revolutionary violence
preceded the revolution. The peoples,
democratc power in Czechoslovakia
was established in the course of the
anti-fascist war, it was not taken from

.
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Uninvited
Allow me to congratulate Mr Dibyendu Palit and A. R, on their assessment 'Of the recently concluded All

For FRONTIER
AJOY PAL
Students' Corner,
P.O. Kharagpur
KharagFmr, West
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The Cool Look
in Summer
Styling

A\ibaba 15.95

Let the thermometer climb. Your feet
won't care when they're relaxing in
Bata Sandals ... next best thing
to going barefoot. They keep their
fresh look all season, because they're
styled from supple. long-wearing

leathers.

And what's more. you'll feel
as good as you look
for they're really tailored for comfort.
Be sure to see the many
smart-looking

varieties now-

at

your nearest Bata Store.

OuoVadis 22.95

May, 11 1968
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We can send this
.-''''',luxury gift from you (~
to your friends overseas
.1••

~fJ~Brooke Bond's ,~;(

,

'iI,

)) Finest Indian Tea \

I

,

( Just m·ail the cgupon to us: we will do the rest. '
Drooke Bond's 'Finest Indian Tea' contains
a delicate blend of the pick of Darjeelingthe world's finest Teas ... in a majestic redand-gold canister, one that is well-packed
( and moisture-proof.

\

Cost of sending Brooke Bond's Finest Indian Tea including postage:

/

I
I

Just complete the coupon on this page,
mail it to us ... a canister of fresh, flavoury
'Finest Indian Tea' is on its way! That's
Brooke Bond's Tea Gift Order Service
for you!

I'

(

Aden
Austrolia
Austria
Bahrein
Belgium
Brazil
~
Canada
Denmark
East Gennany
Egypt
France

J

SOOg. 100011.*
Rs.P. Rs.P.
19.76 30.25
25.00 35.50
27.00 37.50
23.00 33.50
26.00 36.50
34.00 44.50
28.75 39.25
26.25 36.75
26.00 36.60
21.75 32.25
25.50 36.00

West Germllny
Hong Kong
Iran
f
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon

500g.
Rs.P.
25.50
2:J.50
20.00
24.25
28.00
29.25
25.50
23.25
29.25
23.25
29.50

10oog.*
Rs.P.
36.00
31.00
30.50
34.75
38.50
39.75
36.00
33.75
39.75
33.50
39.75

!;:lOg.ICGOg.*
Rs.P. Rs.P.
Netherlands
27.25 37.75
New Zealand
27.75 38.25
Norway
30.50 41.00
Saudi Arabia
21.75 32.25
Sweden
2'9.25 39.75
Switzerland
25.50 36.00
Syria
28.25 38.50
Turkey
32.25 42.75
Unanc:l
23.00 33.50
U.K. & N. Ireland 29.00 39.50
U.S.A.
27.00 37.50
Two500gm. tins packed in a CDse
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GIFT ORDEll COUPON

/'

'Brooke Bond's Tea Gift Order Service
9 Shakespeare Sarani, CALCUTIA 16

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Please send as my personal gift a parcel of 'Finest Indian Tea' containing ••• , •• gm.
net by registered parcel post to my friend:
Norne and addrecc _

:
:

-

I

j

-

!~

I enclose a postal ord~r/cheque

for Rs

··················

i~ My name and address
The majestic red-and- gold canister
of Brooke Bond's 'Finest Indian Tea'

l,

.

_
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............................................•...................................................................................................
Thank you.
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